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THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR. 

Early electricians had only a slight conception of the 
possibilities of electrical science. The discovery of the 
galvanic current, the invention of the voltaic battery, 
and many other comparatively early electrical discov
eries and inventions were vitally related to 
the later development of the science, and 
were, as they are still, of great utility; but 
it was not until Faraday made his brilliant 
discovery of magneto-electric induction that 
electrical science gained any marked impe
tus. From Faraday's time to the present, 
progress has been made in an almost geo
metrical ratio, and it may be truthfully said 
that no branch of science has been developed 
with such rapidity and thoroughness as that 
of electricity. 

The most important result of the discov
ery of magneto· electric induction is the in
vention of the dynamo-electric machine, by 
means of which steam or water power is 
converted into electrical energy. Follow
ing this are the inventions which provide 
ways for distributing electrical energy so 
that it may be utilized anywhere within the 
radius of froID one to twenty miles from a 
dynamo or generator, for electrical illumina
tion or for power in very large or very small 
quantities. 

It is well known to those at all conversant 
with the subject that there is no essential 
difference between a dynamo and a motor. 
Any machine which is efficient as a gene
rator of the current will also serve to convert 
electrical energy into mechanical energy. 
Certain refinements of 'the machine, how
ever, are necessary to secure the best results 
in the utilization of the current. For in-
stance, it is important to provide a machine 
which will absorb only so much of the current as is 
needed for a particular use. It is also essential to con
struct a motor so that it will maintain a practically 
uniform speed under all loads. It is also necessary, es
pecially when the motor is used in a circuit of high 
voltage, to arrange it so that in starting the current 
will be gradually applied to the armature. 

The Baxter electric motor, which we illustrate. is 
constructed with a view to carrying out these princi
ples in the simplest and m ost practical way. The 
manufacturers of this motor have succeeded in produc
ing a type of machine for any power from h horse 
power to 20 horse power, adapted to work on constant 
current, and from � horse power to 150 horse power on 
constant potential circuits, the machines being con
structed differently, to adapt them to different con-

FULLER'S LOCOMOTIVE BOILER. 

ditions. They are known as "constant current" or 
"constant potential" motors as the case may be. These 
motors have been applied to work which has hereto
fore required steam engines, gas or air engines, and 
have been used for running every variety of machine, 
from a sewing machine to a printing press, or even a 
whole workshop or factory. In addition to the manu
facture of these motors, the Baxter Electric Manufac
turing & Motor Co. are building generators of 150 horse 
power capacity to be used in the distribution of power, 
and contemplate carrying the size upward as the de
mand increases. 

The Baxter electric motors are examples of excellence 
of workmanship, 'Ire graceful in deslgn, compact, silent, 
easily cared for, and always ready fOl: instant use. In 
the" constant potential " machines, the field'magnets 
are shunt-wound, enabling the motors to regula tethem
selves very perfectly, at the same time rendering them 
very efficient. This construction also tends to a great 
extent to prevent the burning out of the armature. 
As a further safeguard, each machine is provided with 
a cut-out box, which cuts out the current automati
cally when from any cause it becomes too great. This 
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box also serves as a convenient means for turning on 
and shutting off the current. 

In the" constant current" machines, the regulation 
is secured by the action of a centrifugal governor car
ried by the end of the armature shaft. This governor 

connected with the short arms of bell crank levers con
nected by their long arms with rods which pass through 
the usual packings in the end plate of the boiler. The 
outer ends of the rods are curved toward each other 
and are pivotally connected by bolts with the throttle 

BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR. 

moves a contact roller over a series of copper strips 
connected with the convolutions of the field magnet. 
The .. governing" is effected by cutting out these con
volutions successively when the speed increases, even 
imperceptibly, and a reverse action takes place when 
the speed tends to diminish. 

The Baxter motor is at present operating over one 
hundred industries. In Baltimore they have been 
adopted so extensively that the local Brush company 
was obliged, some time since, to construct four special 
Baxter motor circuits. From these circuits the motors 
are supplied with currents for driving an immense 
number of sewing machines, ventilator fans, turning 
lathes, printing presses, shoe factories, and machinery 
of every description. In Johnstown, N. Y., the Brush 
company has also constructed a special power circuit 

to supply the Baxter motors there in 
use. In Troy, N. Y., every printing 
establishment in the city (with a single 
exception) employs the Baxter motor 
to run its printing presses. In Boston, 
N. Y. City. and New Orleans, the mo
tors have been very extensively used; 
in fact, they are in successful use all 
over the United States. 

As an example of the wearing quali
ties of the Baxter motor, we mention 
the fact that in one of the old shops of 
this company a ten horse power Baxter 
motor, after more than a year's con
tinuous running, was examined, and 
the commutator was found but slight
ly worn, the machine never having 
been stopped for an hour during the 
entire period for repairs. 

The business of this company has 
increased to such an extent as to neces
sitate the building of a new factory 
especially arranged for the manufac-
ture of dynamos and motors. The 
factory consists of two large build

ings located in the suburbs of the city of Baltimore, 
Md., one being a two-story brick workshop 260 ft. long 
and 60 ft. wide; the other, including engine und boiler 
room, furnace room, paint shop, etc., being 150 ft. long 
and 50 ft. wide. This factory is well equipped with 
modern machinery and appliances, and everything has 
been arranged with a view to the production of the 
most perfect work. 

The Baxter company has offices in all the principal 
cities of the country, that in New York City being 
located in the Potter Building. 

. ..... 

AN IMPROVEMENT IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS. 

A device providing a live steam pipe for each engine, 
by which the dry steam is supplied to one of the en
gines in case the other is disabled, the throttle valves' 
being detachably connected to a single operating lever, 
is illustrated herewith, and has been patented by Mr. 
Middleton G. Fuller, of Ten Mile Hill, S. C. Into the 
usual steam dome extend two dry pipes, each leading 
to the cylinder of one engine, the usual throttle valves 
being held in the upper ends of the pipe!! in the steam 
dome, these valves being secured to links pivotally 
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valve lever, the connecting bolts being 
placed one above the other, so that both 
rods have the same leverage on the throttle 
valve lever. If one of the engines becomes 
disabled, the engineer removes the upper or 
lower bolt connecting a corresponding rod 
with one of the throttle valves, so that the 
movement of the throttle valve lever then 
acts on only one valve, while the other re
mains stationary. The engineer is thus 
enabled, in case of an accident on the road, 
to supply sufficient steam to one engine to 
serve temporary purposes and prevent delay. 

.' ... 

Another Generous Gift Cor Industrial 

Education, 

J. V. Williamson, the millionaire of Phila
delphia, is about to found an institution 
similar in many respects to Girard College. 
He has determined to begin operations at 
once and, though feeble in health, hopeI' to 
finish during his lifetime. The cost is esti
mated at over $5,000.000. It is to be an insti
tution for the education of boys in all depart
ments of mechanical labor. Mr. Williamson 
has appointed seven trustees to manage the 
business, whose names are carefully kept 
from the publi� the present. 

., ... 

Spider Poisons. 

Professor Breeger has recently investi
gated the poisons of spiders. He found that 
the Russian varieties of spider, Phalarwhinm 
and Tl'ochosa (tarantula), are non-poisonous, 

but that a third, Cal'acurt or "black wolf," secretes 
a powerful poison, forming 25 per cent of its whole 
weight. This substance i,s a peculiar. unstable alka
loid, destroyed at 60 deg. C., or by alcohol. Intro
duced into the circulation of warm-blooded animals, 
one-thirtieth of a milligramme per kilogramme of the 
animal treated was sufficient to cause death. It ex
ceeds in power all known vegetable principles, and 
prussic acid, being comparable in toxicity with the 
poison of snakes. 

------------.. �+I •• �.-.... -----------

IMPROVED PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS. 

Messrs. S. Charlesworth & Co., electrical engineers, 
Oldham, have recently sent to the Suez Canal an im
proved patent portable electric light plant for the use 
of steamers on the canal at night. The plant consists 

IMPROVED PORTABLE ELECTRlC LIGHT APPAll.41'V$, 
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of an engine and dynamo coupled to
gether on one bed plate, a search light 
projector to be placed at the ship's 
bow, and an arc lamp to hang in the 
rigging. The engine is supplied with 
st.eam from the ship's boilers, ball and 
socket joint pipes being used to make 
the connection, the exhaust being con
veyed by a flexible pipe either over
board or to the ship's exhaUtst pipe. 
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has no tendency to walk about when 
working, so that there is no necessity 
to bolt it down, a few wedges only 
being required under the bed plate to 

take up the round of the deck. 
The search light projector, which is 

hung in a cage over the ship's bow, is 
shown on the first and second engrav
ings. It is of very strong construction, 
the barrel being of rolled cast steel, 
with brass rings at the ends, connected 
together by longitudinal stay bars. It 
is fitted with best quality Chance mir
ror and dispersing lens, and has the 
usual horizontal and vertical move
ments for directing the beam of light. 
Tn order to place the lights under the 
direct control of the pilot, a switch 
similar in appearance to an engine 
room telegraph is provided, to be fixed 
on the bridge. The electrical connec
tions are made with armored Clables, 
and the necessary instruments and cut
outs are in the same box as the engine 
and dynamo. The engine, projector, 
and general arrangement are chiefly 
the design of Mr. Claude W. Hill, who 
was engaged for some time on electric 
light work on the Suez Canal. The 
apparatus was approved by the Suez 
Canal Company at the first trial, and 
Messrs. Charlesworth have further 
orders in hand.-The Engineel'. 

••• 

ANew Torpedo Boat. 

The engine and dynamo are shown 
in the engraving. The engine is of the 
vertical inverted open-frame type, this 
form having been decided upon as the 
result of practical experience in pre
ference to any rotary or closed-in 
engine. The cylinder is 7 in. diameter, 
stroke 67f in., and speed 4'J5 revolu
tions per minute. It is usual, in pass
ing through the Suez Caual, on ac
count of the slow speed at which the 
vessels proceed, to allow the pressure 
in t-he boilers to fall considerably below 
the normal, and on this account the 
engine has been constructed to work 
at the low pressure of 40 lb. per square 
inch. On some vessels, however, this 
custom is not followed, pressures as 
high as 120 lb. being carried occasion
ally. A throttle valve governor does 
not work efficiently as a reducing valve 
through snch a wide limit, and so a 
hand expansion gear is arranged capa
ble of varying the cut-off from one
fourth to about five-eighths of the 
stroke. By this means the engineer 
can set the cut-off to suit the pressure, 
leaving a reasonable margin for the 
governors to deal with. In order to 
reduce wear on the valve gear, a piston 
valve is used. The crank shaft is of 
Whitworth steel, with cast iron bal
ancing disks shrunk on to the crank 
webs. One of Messrs. Charlesworth's 
No. 5 dynamos, inverted, is carried on 
the same bed plate as the engine, the 
armature shaft being connected to the 
crank shaft by means of a conical in
terchangeable coupling. It is com

IMPROVED PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS. 

The Paris correspondent of the 
Standal'd (London) states that a new 
torpedo boat for submarine warfare, 
laid down at Toulon on the 30th of 
April last year, and built on the plans 
of M. Zede, a retired French navy 
constructor, was recently launched, 
the operation being carried out in the 
strictest privacy. This new subma
rine torpedo boat, called the Gym
note, is nearly 60 ft. in length between 
perpendiculars, and about 6 ft. beam. 
She is provided with a Krebs electric 

pound wound, and gives 65 volts and 55 amperes at the 
speed of 425 revolutions per minute. The resistances are 
as fullows: Armature, 0'151 ohm; shunt, 39'87 ohms; 
series, 0'037 ohm. Owing to the climate where it has to 
work, it was necessary to allow considerable margin for 
heating, and the machine has been made somewhat 

large for the work it has to do. In order to prot.ect 
the engine and dynamo from injury when being lifted 
on and off the st.eamers, they are inclosed in a steel box, 
not shown in the engraving, the sides of which can be 
removed when working. A ring holt is provided on 
top for lifting, and rollers on the bottom. The engine 

motor of 50 horse power, and other 
machiuery, the latter to be worked by means of com
pressed air, and to enable her to emerge 01' sink as re
quired. Her steering apparatus consists of an ordinary 
rudder for steering horizontally, and there are other 
means for steering vertically. Accommodation is pro
vided for one officer, two engineers, and a seaman. 

IMPROVED PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT APPARATUS, 
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Fire. froID Steam Pipe •• 

The second annual report of the fire manhal of the 
city of Boston for the year ending May 1, 1888, contains, 
among other matters, the following interesting infor
mation: 

I have been able to satisfactorily trace the origin of 
but five fires during the year to steam pipes, and the 
circumstances surrounding these in no way tend to 
show that wood i n  its normal condition, i. e., when 
free from any previous desiccation, is in danger of be
coming ignited in this manner. In other words, igni
tion in said cases appears to be merely a certain species 
of what is popularly termed" spontaneous combus
tion," the steam pi pes themselves being merely one of 
many indirect factors which often assist in producing 
such combustion. Although the subject has been dis
cussed pro and con from the year 1846, when Chief 
Braidwood, of the London Fire Brigade, first address
ed the House of Lords on the topic, to the present time, 
when the opinions of experienced persons interested 
in the Ulatter seem to be somewhat conflicting, I find 
by far the preponderance of evidence in favor of the 
conclusion that wood, subjected for a number of years 
to the heat of steam pipes, may eventually reach such 
a state of carbonization as, with the addition of moist
ure, exposure to a draught of air, or under the influence 
of friction, caused by expansion and contraction of the 
pipes, may break into flame. As the ignition point of 
ordinary pine wood has been determined, by experi
Ulent, to be 700° F., it is evident that this must be re
duced by some process in order to admit of its taking 
fire at 292°, the temperature of steam uuder a pressure 
of 60 pounds. 

I have found one of the most freq uent causes of fires, 
which are directly traceable to steam pipes, to be the 
self-ignition of dust, fluff, small pieces of paper, waste, 
etc., which seem especially attracted to the neighbor· 
hood of inclosed steam pipes through almost imper
ceptible crevices. In several such instances the fires 
have been fortunately discovered and extinguished 
before doing any harm. P. A. Montgomery, secretary 
of the Western Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Com
pany, in special report No.5 of the Manufacturers' 
Mutual Insurance Company, refers to this same ele
ment of danger, and suggests, as a remedy, the use of 
a funnel-shaped casting, cast in two parts, from 3 to 6 
inches in height, fitting elose at the top, and screwed 
to the floor, where the pipe passes through; and he 
further recommends that a thimble of some non-com
bustible material should be put through the hole in 
the floor or partition and securely fastened on either 
side, in order to protect the wood from contact with 
the pipe. 

The light sheathing by which the pipes are often 
covered, being obliged to constantly absorb the con
fined steam heat, is extremely liable to reach a danger
ous ignition temperature. Sheathing reduced to such 
condition by being in close contact with the pipe, and 
so placed as to be susceptible to more or less friction, 
caused one of the five fires herein referred to ; another 
was caused by 1 um bel' dust in the dry house of a plan
ing mill sifting through the floor on to the pipes. The 
desirability of employing some sort of non-combustible 
covering for steam pipes, to prevent their contact with 
wood, dust, etc., is apparent. They should never be 
inclosed in wood sheathing. Professor Gibson, in a 
report to the Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Com
pany, gives an exhaustive and instructive treatise on 
the merits of the variout; kinds of coverings. 

.. , .. , .. 

Proteet the Boller. and StealD PIpe •• 

As the edge of cold weather approaches, people in 
this climate begin to look for suitable winter protec
tion. Heavier clothes are put on, and an overcoat 
over the outside; houses are banked around, and storm 
doors and storm windows are put in place. All these 
things are done for the comfort of the individual and 
economy of the fuel required to keep the house warm. 
No one with his senses about him neglects these pre
cautions; but what are we to think of the steam users 
who will leave the outside of the boBer and the steam 
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ten time. ail much heat from the coal pile. 

This at first sight may appear astonishing, yet it is, 
nevertheless, true, and in the case of the coUlmoner 
kinds of engines more than true, because in them the 
available part of the heat is often not over one-twenti
eth of the whole. In such cases it is not uncommon to 
find nearly one-half of the coal thrown away by allow
ing boilers and steam pipes to remain unprotected. 

It therefore behooves engineers and persons owning 
steam plants to urick over the boilers and box in the 
steam pipes; or, better yet, to get a good supply of 
asbestos covering and apply it liberally. There are 
thousands of cases where the money spent in this way 
will all be saved in the coal bill before the winter is 
half over.-Wood and b·on. 

.... ., 
AN IMPROVED CENTERING APPARATUS. 

An apparatus for centering axles, shafts, cylinders, or 
other work to be operated on by tools in a lathe or other 
machine is illustrated herewith, and has been patented 
by Mr. John E. Howard, of Altoona, Pa. The face 
plate, as shown in the lower figures, is fitted to rotate 
within a recess in the outer face of the bed plate, a 
series of three or four arms pivotally connecting it 
with the bed plate, the arms being each held by a 
sliding connectioIl to the hea� of a pivot block fitted 
to turn in the face plate, whIle the arm slips along 
the pivot block when the face plate is turned in or 
on the bed plate. The inner ends of the arms may 
act directly on the article to be centered, or they are 
provided with anti-friction rollers for such purpose. In 

HOWARD'S CENTERING APPARATUS. 

the center of the face plate, at the back, is fitted the 
inner end of a handle, with a handle or jam nut, which, 
when the face plate is set to cause the jaws to center 
the work, will be tightened to clamp the face plate 
and bed plate together, a centering punch in the bore 
of the handle being driven into the end of the work to 
mark its exact center. Work of any diameter, from 
about the diameter of the face plate to a small fraction 
of an inch, may be centered by this apparatus with 
facility and exactness. A form of such centering ap
paratus, more especially designed""ior getting the cen
ter of a cylinder, or in holding a line thereat, is shown 
in the three upper figures. Here the face plate is 
arranged for rotation in the reces!! of the bed plate, 
but the centering arms, of which there are three, are 
pivoted at their inner ends to the face plate near its 
outer margin, the arms being adapted to slide through 
openings in swivel bolts or blocks fitted to the outer 

pipes exposed to cold currents of air, and suffer a m uch part of the bed plate. The h andle has an inner clamp 
greater financial loss by the continued condensation of nut or collar in front of the face plate, beyond which is 
steam? Certainly they cannot be in their right minds, fitted a screw or other end cap having a central hole 
or else they do not appreciate the situation. The loss through which a cord is passed until its end knot stops 
of heat by radiation varies according to the surface within the cap. This cord may be run througba steam 
exposed and the difference in temperature between the or other cylinder, as is at times required in construct
two bodies. The surface of a steam pipe is very much ing or repairing engines or other machines. 
hotter than the windows and doors of a house, hence • , • , .. 

for the same area much more heat will be carried away. Action of Product. of Combu.tlon upon Steam 

It is not the loss of the actual number of units of heat Jet •• 

in this manner that is the principal objection, but it is Herr R. Von Hehnoltz has communicated to Wiede
the attendant results which cause a much greater loss mann's A.nnalen, so says the Journal o/Gas Lighting, 
in other ways. Condensation which takes place in a some observations made by himself upon a jet of 
steam pipe leading to an engine has two serious fea- steam. He remarks that a jet of steam escaping from 
tures about it. In the first place, the condent;ation a hole of 1 or 2 mm. diameter, lighted obliquely and 
carried into the cylinder is likely to cause an accident observed upon a black background, is invisible at the 
or breakdown; and, in the second place, it should be lower extremity, and presents toward the top the well 
remembered 1lbat only about one-tenth of the heat put known whitish appearance. This aspect may be 
into the steam is available for producing power, and it 

I 
modified in many ways. If an electrified point is 

is only upon this one-tenth that radiation has any brought near the steam, the jet immediately becomes 
effect; hence, every bit of heat lost by radiation from azure blue, or, accordin" to the power of the electri-
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cal machine, purple, red, yellow, green, etc. These 
tints are intimately connected with the dimensions of 
the liquid drops, and hence it follows that the electri
cal point has the power of provoking condensation of 
the supersaturated vapor which is found at the lower 
part of the jet. The same result is obtained by bring
ing near to the steam jet a platinum wire made brightly 
incandescent by an electrical current, or silver, iron, 
copper, or brass wires simply made red bot in a flame, 
or even glass heated below the red, or an organic mat
ter, wood, paper, etc., in a state of slow combustion. 
The products of any flame whatever, with the excep
tion of the flame of pure alcohol, directed upon the 
jet of steam by the aid of a chimney or by simple 
blowing, produce a very energetic effect. Finally, traces 
of certain chemical substances introduced into the 
steam jet cause the same modification. Among these 
are hydrochloric and nitric acid, but concentrated sul
phuric acid especially shows the phenomenon. It is 
known that solid dust particles provoke the condensa
tion of supersaturated vapors, but their presence can
not be invoked here to explain the preceding facts. 

The author is of opinion that they may be attributed 
to a molecular concussion, the effect of which may be 
compared to that of mechanical concussion upon super
heated or supersaturated liquids. A flame, for example, 
is the scene of closely approximated and extremely va· 
ried movements, and the chemical atoms which are in
cessantly passing in it from one com bination to another 
are found in every kind of unstable condition. These 
movements and changeful states of equilibrium leave 
their traces in the products of combustion at a certain 
distance from the flame properly so called, and deter
mine the observed phenomena. The luminous effect 
produced at the extremity of an electrified point and 
the presence of ozone in its vicinity show that this 
point is the cause of concussions .comparable to those 
provoked by active llombustion, and the analogy be
tween the two phenomena is found again in the fact 
that they both furnish means for making electricity 
pass through gas. As to solid incandescent bodies, 
they can act either through the emission of solid par
ticles from their surfaces or by the chemical concussions 
which they communicate to the surrounding gases. 

...... 
One MIlUon Dollar Tele.cope. 

The chances are that the moon will be as well known 
to the inhabitants of the civilized world as the interior 
of Africa is at the present time. The telescope manu
factured by order of the late millionaire Lick for the 
university known by his name in California has enjoyed 
the distinction of being the largest and strongest in 
the world, but it is likely to undergo a comparative 
eclipse. Mr. Abram Clark, who made it, has under
taken the task of making one yet larger and more pow
erful. Should he succeed, as he is perfectly confident 
that he will, valuable additions may be expected to 
be made to our knowledge of the worlds by which 
we are surrounded. In a recent talk on the subject 
Mr. Clark disclosed some facts quite contrary to gen
eral belief in regard to astronomy. It has been popu
larly supposed that we had reached the maximum of 
effective telescopes. 

The big ones, the leading astronomers told us, dis
close little of the heavens' wonders. And they pointed 
out that the most important discoveries of the present 
century had been made by telescopes of a medium 
size. Hence the deduction that it was useletls to 
bother with larger lenses. Such a theory, of course, 
gave us little of practical value to hope for from 
astronomy. With the telescopes now in use we could 
expect to determine more accurately the distance from 
the earth to the sun, or to lay bare more stars. But 
in discoveries of this kind the great mass of humanity 
could scarcely be expected to take any very great in
terest. It was the verdict of most of the professionals 
that the Lick telescope would be a failure, so far as 
adding anything to practical knowledge of the heav
enly spheres was concerned, but in this, as in many 
other instances, they were mistaken. It has alrearly 
been demonstrated that, properly constructed and lo
cated, a big telescope is more effective than one of 
smaller size. It has been shown, in fact, that there 
is practically no limit to the power of a telescope, and 
that if a sufficiently powerful:one can be made, we can 
bring most of the planets near enough to examine 
their every nook and corner. 

The lens of the new instrument for the university at 
Los Angeles is to be 40 inches diameter, and Mr. Clark 
claims that he is able to make one five feet in diameter 
-one which will bring the moon within a few thou
sand feet of the earth. It is simply a question of time 
and money-mainly money, as a telescope with a five 
foot lens, properly mounted, would cost a million dol
lars. If Mr. Clark's position is true, and there is f'very 
reason to believe that it is, astronomy, a science which 
has been practically at a stand ior years, will take 
giant strides. There will be practically no limit to 
the discoveries it can make, and there should come 
from it some practical benefits. Each year we will 
know more of the heavens, and of all sciences as
tronomy will be changed fl'om the lilowelit to the mo�t 
progressive.-Mail and Ea;pr68t1. 
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